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“Powerfully heartfelt and knock-your-socks-off hilarious. I’m a fan!” – Janet Evanovich

Super Spy Davis Way sets sail on a Caribbean cruise aboard the MS Probability with fifty billionaires, a boatload of

Louis Vuitton luggage, Anderson Cooper, and her mother. (Her mother?) The weather is perfect, the seas are calm,

and Suite 704 is spectacular. Until the door slams shut. For good.

Obviously, it’s a system glitch. Surely someone will show up to free Davis, Miss Hawaii, and the creepy staff. But

when the minutes turn to hours and the hours stretch into a day, Davis knows it’s up to her. With $50,000 in casino

chips, a pot roast, and a crash course in banking, she races against the clock to determine why they’re being held, stop

the people behind it, and find a way out.

Secrets are revealed, antiquities are destroyed, and they’re running out of dishes. It’s mayday on Probability when

Davis Way realizes that only the truth will set her free.

“Davis’s smarts, her mad computer skills, and a plucky crew of fellow hostages drive a story full of humor and action,

interspersed with moments of surprising emotional depth.” – Publishers Weekly

“Superb writing and endearing characters. I'll be keeping an eye on this author.” – Pam Stack, Executive Producer,

Authors on the Air Global Radio Network
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“Delights with an ostentatiously palatial locked-room mystery….the novel begins with ludicrous, over-the-top

narcissistic personalities and gradually transforms them into genuinely likable and sympathetic characters. Their

moments of emotional depth are heart-wrenching and seamlessly blends with the continual humor and witty

dialogue….This relentlessly exciting and very funny caper novel shines with snappy banter, moving drama, and

thrills of a Die Hard movie.” – Kings River Life Magazine

“Fans of Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie Plum will absolutely adore Davis Way and her many mishaps.” – RT Book

Reviews

Related subjects include: cozy mysteries, women sleuths, murder mystery series, whodunit mysteries (whodunnit),

humorous murder mysteries, book club recommendations, private investigator mystery series, amateur sleuth

books, Southern humor, Southern living, romantic comedy, rom com, chick lit.

Books in the Davis Way Crime Caper Mystery Series:

DOUBLE WHAMMY (#1)

DOUBLE DIP (#2) 

DOUBLE STRIKE (#3)

DOUBLE MINT (#4) 

DOUBLE KNOT (#5)

DOUBLE UP (#6)

Part of the Henery Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like one, you'll probably like them all…
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